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U.N. panel gives voice to residents of ‘last colonies’
United Nations
AP

Royal wedding II: England rugby player Mike Tindall and his
new wife, Zara Phillips, granddaughter of Queen Elizabeth II,
leave after their wedding ceremony at Canongate Kirk in
Edinburgh on Saturday. AFP-JIJI

Queen Elizabeth’s granddaughter
weds England rugby star Tindall
Edinburgh Scotland
AP

Queen Elizabeth II’s granddaughter, Zara Phillips, married
England rugby star Mike Tindall
on Saturday — but Britain’s second royal wedding of the year
was largely a low-key affair, with
only a hint of the glamour and
excitement of Prince William’s
show-stopping nuptials.
Phillips, 30, who is 13th in line
to the throne but does not use a
royal title, and Tindall, 32, were
greeted by hundreds of flag-waving well-wishers and the sound
of traditional bagpipes as they
left their wedding service at Edinburgh’s Canongate Kirk following a private ceremony.
The often publicity shy bride
wore a traditional ivory silk gown
and a full-length flowing veil, but
posed only briefly for onlookers
— and gave her husband a fleeting, modest kiss — as they left
the 17th-century church for a
reception at the queen’s Scottish
residence, the Palace of Holyroodhouse.
Unlike William and Kate Middleton’s spectacular ceremony
in April, the wedding service
led by the Rev. Neil Gardner was
not broadcast on television and
crowds gathered in the Scottish
city were warned by police there
would be little for them to see.
Members of the public packed
along Edinburgh’s Royal Mile,
the city’s famed cobbled boulevard, cheered loudly for William
and Middleton, now known as
the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, as they arrived to join the
congregation, traveling in a sleek
black sedan with Prince Harry.
Middleton, wearing a biscuitcolored coat, dress and large angled hat, won a warm reception
as she offered a wave, as did the
queen and Duke of Edinburgh.
While the details of Middleton’s wedding gown were a
closely guarded secret, Phillips — more commonly seen
in jeans or sportswear — made
an expected choice in choosing Stewart Parvin, a British designer favored by the queen. She
also wore a Greek key tiara lent
to her by mother Princess Anne,
and Jimmy Choo shoes.
Parvin also designed the

queen’s apricot wool coat and
silk dress.
Peta Hunt, fashion director of
You & Your Wedding magazine,
said the ivory gown hinted at the
bride’s quirky personality.
“Who else could go to a wedding and have their dress done
by the same person who does
their granny’s? It allowed her to
move with ease and grace, but
had an element of fun and flirtiness,” Hunt said.
The occasion was far removed
from April’s international spectacle at Westminster Abbey,
but neatly reflected the couple’s
more down-to-earth style. Tindall had even proposed in a
modest setting, as he and Phillips curled up on a sofa at home
watching a movie.
Before the ceremony, royal officials confirmed that Phillips will
keep her maiden name rather
than be known as Mrs. Tindall,
largely because of her sporting
career.
Phillips is known better for
her sporting achievements than
her royal heritage, as a worldclass equestrian who is likely to
compete in the 2012 Olympics.
Tindall — who Phillips met in
2003 in Australia during England’s triumphant Rugby World
Cup campaign — is a leading
rugby player who has captained
his country.
The ceremony was the first
royal wedding held in Scotland
since 1992, when Princess Anne
— the mother of the bride —
married her second husband,
Timothy Laurence. Anne’s elder
child, Peter Phillips, married his
Canadian partner, Autumn Kelly,
in 2008.
Even the prospect of a brief
glimpse of the royal family was
enough to entice hundreds to
Edinburgh for Saturday’s wedding, including a few dozen stalwarts who camped overnight to
win a front-row view.
Waving a Canadian flag, Margaret Kittle, 76, said she had traveled from Ontario and staked out
a spot on Friday night. “I flew
over last Saturday and have been
here since last night. I started
following the royals after I saw
George VI and the queen back
home in Canada when I was 4
years old,” she said.

One was Napoleon’s last place of
exile. Another became home to
survivors of the mutiny-stricken
HMS  Bounty. They are St. Helena and the Pitcairn Islands,
flecks of real estate set in vast
oceans, each occupying a special place in history.
These and 14 other territories
— some would call them colonies — are listed by the U.N. as
relics of a vanished age when
Europeans ruled large chunks
of the globe. The U.N. guided
many colonies to independence,
and what is left of the former
empires are territories, defined
by the U.N. Special Committee
on Decolonization as “nonselfgoverning,” entitled in many
cases to elect local officials but
all under the ultimate authority
of a distant capital.
The committee is one of the
few forums in which colonialism’s last remaining subjects
can make themselves heard. Its
latest annual meeting, in June,
featured voices as disparate as
lawmakers from Gibraltar and
the Falkland Islands, a headman from a cluster of New Zealand-ruled islets, and a spokesman for a Saharan territory that
has been fighting for independence for 35 years.
Some may see the U.N. committee as an anachronism, little
noticed by anyone other than
those who attend its meetings:
two dozen ambassadors of
countries with a direct interest
in the decolonization process,
and representatives of the territories in question.
But Ahmed Boukhari of the
Polisario Front, which seeks the
independence of Moroccancontrolled Western Sahara, says
its existence is vital.
“Not only do we need the
committee, we need to enhance
it,” he said. “For the people of
the territories, it’s an essential
element in their struggle for
self-determination.”
A  century ago, before the
term “Third World” came into

use, colonialism was the norm.
The British Empire was the
world’s largest, covering about a
quarter of Earth’s land area.
Next was France.
But almost everywhere, liberation movements were springing up, and after World War II,
decolonization surged ahead
under the newly founded United Nations. More than 80 colonies comprising about 750 million people became self-governing.
But the last traces are proving
hard to erase.
The U.N. General Assembly
had declared 1990-2000 to be
the “International Decade for
the Eradication of Colonization,” and indeed, that was the
decade that saw the return of
British-ruled Hong Kong and
Portuguese Macau to China.
With the job still unfinished,
2000-2010 became the Second
International Decade for the
Eradication of Colonization, its
highlight being East Timor’s independence from Indonesia.
Now the world is into its third
such decade.
It may get to delist New Caledonia, France’s “special collectivity” in the southwest Pacific,
following an independence referendum for the population of
250,000 expected in 2014. At this
year’s meeting, it heard from
Victor Tutugoro of New Caledonia’s Kanak and Socialist National Liberation Front about
the anthem, currency and motto the islands have chosen.
“If we can get two or three
more on that path in the next
decade, we can show that the
process of decolonization can
be achieved,” said Saint Lucia’s
ambassador, Donatus Keith St.
Aimee, a committee member
and former chairman.
Also at the meeting was Faipule Foua Toloa, titular head of
New Zealand’s Tokelau Islands,
whose address included a
prayer for guidance in his ancestors’ language. The 1,400
Tokelau people fall into the nothanks category, having voted in
a 2006 referendum against
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Looking at our bilateral relations, some similarities between
our two countries become
quite
clear.
Good organization, cooperation and will
power to succeed are decisive in efforts of
both countries. When I look at
Japanese reconstruction in the
Tohoku region, I have, therefore,
a deep conviction that the rebuilding of the devastated regions will go smoothly and will
take Japan and the Japanese society one step further. If Switzerland can help in rebuilding,
we shall do so and we wish my
host country and its population
all the best in these efforts.
But we have other things in
common as well. Japanese citizens easily associate Switzerland with watches and chocolate, not least also with that little
shepherd girl called Heidi. On

the other hand, when Swiss
people hear about Japan, they
think of Mount Fuji, sumo and
sushi. Both impressions remain
thus a bit on the surface. The
distance between our two countries is substantial and the differences in lifestyles are very
evident enough. In spite of this
— or probably because of this
— the mutual interest has always been very keen and the
relations between our two nations go back to the middle of
the 19th century.
There is a historical reason
that Swiss watches are wellknown in Japan. It was the
watch industry that urged the
Swiss government to send the
first official delegation to Japan,
arriving here at the end of the
Edo Period, which helped to
make Swiss products known.
Our economy has been the first
ambassador of our country to
Japan. Economic interests have
kept up the contact and have expanded relations very rapidly.
Details of these economic and
scientific achievements and the
often close cooperation with Ja-
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breaking with the mother country.
To get off the list, a territory
can win independence, be fully
integrated into the colonial
power as are France’s Caribbean islands of Martinique and
Guadeloupe, or become a sovereign state “freely associated”
with a country, like the Marshall Islands and the U.S.
The U.S., with three territories on the list, and Britain, with
10, do not attend the annual
meeting, saying the process is
outdated.
The two most contentious
possessions are British: Gibraltar, claimed by Spain; and the
Falkland Islands, which Argentina invaded in 1982, only to be
driven out by a British force that
sailed 13,000 km to recover the
territory. London maintains that
if the 3,000 Falklanders and
30,000 Gibraltarians want to remain part of Britain, their wishes must be respected.
Argentine President Cristina
Fernandez, whose country calls
the islands Las Malvinas, has
denounced Britain as a “crude
colonial power.” But Roger Edwards, a Falklands legislator,

asked the decolonization committee at this year’s review to
remove the islands from its list
and ignore Argentina’s demands.
“We do not feel that we are a
downtrodden colony of an old
imperial Britain,” he said.
Gibraltarians, perched on

AP

islands of St. Helena, population
7,600, halfway between Brazil
and Africa, where the Emperor
Napoleon died six years after his
defeat in the Battle of Waterloo,
and the Pitcairn Islands in the
South Pacific, populated by
about 50 people mostly descended from mutineers on the

The two most contentious possessions are British:
Gibraltar, claimed by Spain; and the Falkland
Islands, which Argentina invaded in 1982, only to
be driven out by a British force. London
maintains that if the 3,000 Falklanders and
30,000 Gibraltarians want to remain part of
Britain, their wishes must be respected.
their rock at the tip of the Iberian Peninsula, rejected Spanish
sovereignty in two referendums
— one when Spain was a dictatorship, the other after it became a democracy.
Britain also claims Bermuda
and the Caribbean islands of
Anguilla, the British Virgin Islands, the Cayman Islands,
Montserrat and Turks and Caicos.
And then there are the lonely

HMS Bounty and their Tahitian
companions.
The U.S. territories still listed
are the U.S. Virgin Islands in the
Caribbean and Guam and
American Samoa in the Pacific.
The annual meeting ends
with a resolution bundling together most of the territories on
its list with a simple acknowledgment that their case has
been heard.
That does not satisfy St. Ai-

mee, the ambassador whose island of St. Lucia is a former British possession that used to be
on the list. He says too many
disparate territories are being
lumped together and not getting
the attention they deserve.
On the Falklands dispute, the
committee goes slightly further,
urging Britain and Argentina to
negotiate a solution.
And then there’s a hardy perennial — Puerto Rico, which
has not been on the list since it
became a U.S. commonwealth
in 1953, and has voted three
times to keep that status. There
are calls, backed by President
Barack Obama, for another vote
on the matter by next year.
Annually for the past 12 years
Cuba has introduced a resolution asking the U.S. for a process
“that would allow Puerto Ricans
to fully exercise their inalienable right to self-determination
and independence.” And this
year, as happens every year, the
resolution was adopted, with
Cuba’s ambassador, Pedro
Nunez-Mosquera, vowing his
country would uphold Puerto
Rico’s rights, “remaining at its
side until the final victory.”

Titanic’s discoverer to search seas for ancient artifacts
Mystic Connecticut
AP

Exploring the depths: Robert
Ballard, president of the Sea
Research Foundation at the
Mystic Aquarium Institute for
Exploration, announces
details about his next
expedition on Thursday in
Mystic, Connecticut. AP

Oceanographer Robert Ballard,
best known for discovering the
Titanic wreck, has new plans to
plumb the depths of the seas.
Ballard said Thursday that
his latest deep-sea venture will
send crews combing through
the Black, Aegean and Mediterranean seas for artifacts from
shipwrecks and ancient civilizations.
His research vessel, the E/V
Nautilus, set out from a port in
Turkey last month on a fourmonth mission that will use
four remote-operated vehicles
and sonar technology to explore
lost cities, as well as hydrothermal vents and undersea volcanoes.

At a news conference held at
Mystic Aquarium in Connecticut, Ballard said that while he
has a general idea of what his
crew might find, the exploration is about looking for the unknown.
“We’re fascinated by extremely confusing parts of our
planet and we say ‘Let’s go there
and see if we can figure it out,’ ”
said Ballard, a coleader of the
mission who is planning to join
the ship later.
The 64-meter ship, carrying a
team of about 15 scientists, will
travel through waters including
the Hellenic and Aeolian Arcs,
the Gorringe Bank and the
Straits of Sicily — a course that
will take it near deep trenches,
continental faults and cities under the surface of the Mediter-

ranean that are more than 2,000
years old. The journey is expected to wrap up in November off
the coast of Israel.
Ballard, who is also a professor at the University of Rhode
Island, founded the Institute for
Exploration at the Sea Research
Foundation, the nonprofit environmental organization that
also runs Mystic Aquarium. Besides leading an international
team that discovered the RMS 
Titanic in 1985 on the floor
of the North Atlantic, Ballard
found the wrecks of the battleship Bismarck and the PT-109
torpedo patrol boat that John F.
Kennedy commanded during
World War II.
The 69-year-old explorer said
his ship will dispatch video and
audio feeds from this newest

From economic to scientific ties, bilateral relationship flourishes
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NOTE: All territories are administered by Britain
except American Samoa (U.S.), Guam (U.S.),
U.S. Virgin Islands (U.S.), New Caledonia (France),
Western Sahara (Morocco) and Tokelau (New Zealand).
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pan are less known however.
Who would know that Swiss
heavy industry had a strong
foothold in the ship diesel engine market and that licensing
these engine designs to Japan
was an essential factor for the
Japanese shipbuilding industry
to take off after World War II?

And probably unknown to
many persons here in Japan is
the fact that our landlocked
country sent a research submarine on Jan. 23, 1960, to the
deepest ocean fault line on the
Japanese Pacific coast in an exploit that has remained unchallenged today. The depth of

10,910 meters in the Mariana
Trench has never been attained
since by any submergible
steered by humans inside the
vessel. It may, therefore, be less
of a surprise that the grandson
of the designer and researcher
of the boat Trieste, as it was
called, is Bertrand Piccard. He

Making history: A Swiss solar-propelled aircraft flies over Zurich. Solar impulse / revillard

writes history of his own with
the first solar-propelled aircraft
that has just finished the first
long flights out of Switzerland to
Brussels, Paris and back to Switzerland.
Some Swiss people start to
know more about your beautiful
country, some have seen for instance the recent news about
the biggest super-computer now
based in Japan. Regular scientific exchanges have completed
the mission that started on pure
economic grounds. We feel,
therefore, that together with Japan, we are today at the forefront of human creativity and
scientific development, energetically pushing our countries
to new frontiers. These results
are only possible by uniting
forces and by strong cooperation. Only by standing together
in a common effort these frontiers of human endeavor can be
developed further. Speaking
about the achieved results in the
two countries does not hurt either, as there is still a lot to be
discovered in the other country
by both sides.

venture to connect with the
public as he pursues new discoveries. The material will be
available online and at a theater
at Mystic Aquarium, and teams
of educators will rotate aboard
the ship to host information
sessions and explain the latest
finds.
Mission coleader Katherine
Croff Bell said the live technology lets the ship expand beyond
the knowledge of the scientists
on board.
“If we don’t have the proper
expertise on the ship we can
call somebody on shore and
have them be a part of the exploration in real time,” Bell said.
Paul Johnson, an oceanographer at the University of
Washington who has worked
with Ballard, said these types of

expeditions help stir public interest in deep-sea research. He
said the voyage was not a traditional research mission and
would likely involve a mixture
of education, entertainment and
“probably some science mixed
in there.”
The ship’s primary mission is
to make discoveries, not try to
extract artifacts or disturb the
seabed. For Ballard and the E/V
Nautilus, that means setting
themselves up to find something new by planning trips
over unusual or unknown areas.
“What really excites me is
when you go looking for one
thing and find something more
important,” Ballard said.
“So we are all about creating
moments of discovery by trying
to get a little lucky,” he said.

